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Early teaching

• Elem/Middle School teacher (1992-1998)
• Environmental issues  vs  Social Justice



Content Literacy Courses

• Professor, Teacher Educator (2004-present)

• Complex problems (globalization, health care, 9/11)

• 2008 teaching climate change across content areas

• Scholarship in preservice teacher ed

• evaluate website reliability

• dialogue across climate beliefs 

• ways to read a climate denial text 

• teaching in “post-truth” era and “age of limits”

• my journey toward “ecojustice literacies
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information sources trustworthy?

Examine climate denial: What 
techniques are being used?

Explore questions: What inquiry 
pathways can we pursue?
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Instructional model: Civic Media Literacy

Select diverse digital information sources
Type, purpose, complexity, claims





Instructional model: Civic Media Literacy

Select diverse digital information sources
Type, purpose, complexity, claims

Make thinking visible (independent work*)
Reliability spectrum: Highly reliable, Somewhat reliable, Somewhat unreliable, Unreliable

Traverse sources multiple times
T1 (Screenshot) T2 (live website & prompts) T3 (whole class deliberation)

* Independence is a pre-requisite for wisdom of crowds. 
Kahneman, D., Sibony, O., & Sunstein, C. R. (2021). Noise: A flaw in human judgment. Little, Brown Spark.



Instructional model: Civic Media Literacy

Select diverse digital information sources
Type, purpose, complexity, claims

Make thinking visible (independent work*)
Reliability spectrum: Highly reliable, Somewhat reliable, Somewhat unreliable, Unreliable

Traverse sources multiple times
T1 (Screenshot) T2 (live website & prompts)T3 (class deliberation)

Deliberate reliability merits of sources
4 corners, Take A Stand



Primary questions

What are the students’ reasons for their reliability evaluations at T1 
and for modifying or maintaining their evaluations at T2?

What impact did the whole-group discussion have on students’ final 
evaluations at T3?



Daniel: Looking at the Heartland Institute and other organizations they 
fund... they are typically very conservative maybe even leaning towards 
Christian conservative values. Not necessarily perhaps, but to me trying 
to say that that [IPCC] is political and the other [NIPCC] isn’t just 
categorically false because yeh, you have certain interests within the 
UN that might speak louder than others but they [NIPCC] call 
themselves a conservative institute so putting money towards that is 
saying something significant.



Another example







When determining if a climate change source is reliable, we

need the “other 
side” represented 

1

want more 
information or 
evidence to support 
an argument 

2

reason through 
one’s own identity 
and perspectives

3
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Start with science: Where are we now?







From Climatologist, Ed Hawkins  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed_Hawkins

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed_Hawkins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed_Hawkins




Where are we now?  10 words 

Climate communication: Simple, clear messages, repeated often, by a variety of trusted sources.

It’s warming.
It’s us.
We’re sure.
It’s bad.
We can fix it.

Kimberly Nicholas (2021). Under the sky we make: How to be human in a warming world.



How did we get here?

Industry-led 
climate denial



Dunlap, R.E., & McCright, A.M. (2011). Organized climate 
change denial. In J.S. Dryzek, R.B. Norgaard, & D. 
Schlosberg (Eds.), The Oxford handbook of climate change 
and society (pp. 144–160). Oxford University Press.

climate denial machine



Industry-led climate denial

• Fossil Fuel

• Public relations
• Media corporations

• Insurance 
• Law firms

• Banking/Finance

• Agricultural industry

Industries
Big Food

Health Care

Banking

War

Politics

Clothing

Plastics

Poverty 
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Climate denial inquiry model



Climate denial texts
• Climate science denial

• Climate action denial

Stories-we-live-by
• Destructive

• Ambivalent

à Beneficial stories-to-live-by

Climate Denial Inquiry Model



Climate denial texts
• Climate science denial

• Climate action denial

Stories-we-live-by
• Destructive

• Ambivalent

Climate Denial Inquiry Model



How to examine denial texts: 2 examples



Example #1





Identify climate denial in text

• Climate science denial



If science denial à Critical literacy+ questions

What science denial techniques are used in this text? (FLICC)

• fake experts

• logical fallacies

• impossible expectations

• cherry picking

• conspiracy theories (Cook, 2020)





Climate denial text (climate science denial)

• Fake experts: Richard Tol as “one of the world’s top United Nations’ scientists.” Tol is 
an economist, not a scientist and not a climate scientist

• Logical fallacies: oversimplification and misrepresentation: climate scientists have 
been arguing that “CO2 alone controls the climate.”

• Cherry picking: “We find out that there are not even 97 scientists. One of the surveys 
was only 77 scientists, and they were anonymous scientists.” Ignores more 
comprehensive and extensive findings about climate science consensus (Cook et al., 
2013; Myers et al., 2021).

• Conspiracy theory: impugn the credibility of climate scientists and suggest that 
Democrats use climate science to make “political statements” and perpetuate climate 
change “myths,” “designed so you don’t have to think” point to explanations that 
climate science is a “hoax” perpetrated by groups to advance their own interests



Example #2





Identify climate denial in text

• Climate action denial



If climate action denial à Critical literacy+ questions

What discourses of delay operate in this text? (Lamb et al, 2020)
• redirecting responsibility
• pushing non-transformative solutions
• surrendering to the problem
• emphasizing the downsides

What denial frames are evident?
• technological optimism
• technological shell-game
• fossil fuel solutionism
• individualized responsibility
• climate risk
• greenwashing
• energy poverty (Supran & Oreskes, 2021)





Discourses of delay 

pushing non-transformative solutions, focus on existing and new technologies, voluntary not restrictive measures

surrendering to the problem, not possible to mitigate climate change because changing current ways of life is 
impossible and we should accept our fate which is in nature’s or God’s hands

redirecting responsibility, individuals ultimately responsible, reducing emissions weakens us, benefits others

emphasizing the downsides, making substantial changes will be disruptive; abandoning fossil fuels will prevent 
access to modern livelihoods for the global poor or will burden our society with large costs (Lamb et al., 2020)

Frame analysis (Fossil fuel savior frame) 

technological optimism, future technological breakthroughs will save us from climate change

technological shell-game “strategic ambiguity” about current or potential technologies, such as “clean coal”

fossil fuel solutionism, fossil fuels and the fossil fuel industry offer main solutions to climate change

individualized responsibility emphasizes individual rather than corporate or government responsibility

climate risk presents climate change as a potential “risk” rather than a reality

greenwashing is a corporate public relations strategy to portray an ecologically responsible image

energy poverty will result if alternative energy sources are used (Supran & Oreskes, 2021).



Where can I locate climate denial texts? 



Whodunnit?



Ongoing climate denial



Other tactics

Hyprocrisy and elitism
Absolutionism
Unreliability of renewables
Ineffective electric vehicles

Consistent climate denial theme: 
no need for regulations!

“… ever-more enmeshed in broader identity and grievance politics” (p. 7)



Climate science denial still alive!Climate science denial still alive!
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Inquiry pathways 
to investigate 
climate denial

• economic
• political 
• historical-cultural 
• socio-psychological
• geographic 
• media



Contexts of 
climate 
denial

economic, industrial extractive capitalism

political, partisan gridlock, undue influence of corporate lobbyists 

cultural-historical, legacies of colonialism, dominant stories or myths 

socio-psychological, motivated reasoning, desire to be part of tribe

geographic, diverse climate impacts around the world

media, blurs lines between fact and opinion, real and fake news, etc. 



Denial contexts

• economic
• political 
• historical-cultural 
• socio-psychological
• geographic 
• media



Inquiry 
pathways: 
Economics

• Can an economic system of capitalism 
adequately address climate change? 
• To what extent are regulatory measures 

necessary to address climate change? 
• Is neoliberalism (as an economic and 

political project) irreconcilable with 
successfully addressing climate change? 
• Can we have prosperity without growth?
• How do Indigenous economic models help 

address climate change?



Inquiry 
pathways: 
Politics & 
Civics

• What has been the role of government in promoting 
climate denial?
• How do stories of freedom support or combat 

climate denial?
• Why are climate change and denial politically 

divisive issues? 
• What best explains the range of climate change 

beliefs in the United States despite the 
overwhelming scientific evidence and consensus 
about the existence and causes of human-caused 
climate change? 
• Is the U.S. Government more committed to 

promoting private (corporate) interests or the public 
good? 



Inquiry 
pathways: 
History

• What are the historical contexts of climate 
change and climate denial?
• Was the climate crisis avoidable?
• What historical narratives (or cultural 

assumptions) are central to understanding 
climate denial?
• In what ways have religious or faith 

traditions and communities contributed to 
and/or resisted global warming? 



Inquiry 
pathways: 
Sociology & 
Psychology

• How do mechanisms of climate change 
denial work?
• How is climate change and climate denial 

affecting society?
• How is climate denial and inaction affecting 

well-being?
• What language might be most useful to help 

people navigate the psychological and 
emotional landscape of climate change? 



Inquiry 
pathways: 
Media

• What role has the media played in spreading 
climate denial? 
• In what ways should social media be 

regulated to ensure climate misinformation 
and climate denial aren’t spread?
• Should media companies accept fossil fuel 

advertising dollars?
• In what ways can we enact “ecomedia

literacy”? (Lopez, 2021) 



Inquiry 
pathways: 
Geography

• What are the impacts of climate change on 
vulnerable populations in different parts of 
the world?
• Where is climate denial a significant problem 

and why?
• How does the Global North-South divide 

inform explanations of climate change and 
denial?
• How is climate change denial part of my life, 

family, community? 



More inquiry pathways



Inquiry pathways: Arts



Contexts of 
climate 
denial à
Contexts for 
climate 
justice

economic, industrial extractive capitalism

political, partisan gridlock, undue influence of corporate 
lobbyists 

cultural-historical, legacies of colonialism, dominant stories or 
myths 

socio-psychological, motivated reasoning, desire to be part of 
tribe

geographic, diverse climate impacts around the world

media, blurs lines between fact and opinion, real and fake news, 
etc. 

















https://www.denialtojustice.com/

https://www.denialtojustice.com/
https://www.denialtojustice.com/
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What about stories-we-live by?



Stories-we-live-by: Destructive, Ambivalent, or Beneficial 

- humans are center of existence, 
separate from nature, 

- primary goal of a society is 
perpetual economic growth 
without limits,

- consumerism is primary pathway 
to fulfillment, 

- nature is solely a resource to be 
used for human purposes

- all life is treated with respect, care, 
responsibility, especially for most 
vulnerable populations, species; 

- primary goal of society is human, 
ecological, and planetary well-
being with recognition of limits;

- civic engagement for common 
good is necessary for more just and 
meaningful lives and futures 
(Damico & Baildon, 2022).





Ambivalent stories-to-live-by

(a) we are in this together; 

(b) together we will make it through; and 

(c) confronting challenges can help us become stronger

community, hope, blessing & solidarity



Questions to guide action

What destructive stories are we (am I) living by?
What ambivalent stories are we (am I) living by?

How do we (I) transition from destructive stories to beneficial stories-
to-live-by?

How do we (I) transition from ambivalent stories to beneficial stories-
to-live-by?



Thank you!


